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Abstract
Flight and ground system operability has been a focus area on the Europa Clipper Project since early in its
formulation phase. This has given the operations team the opportunity to influence the design, with a goal of
increasing overall system operability. This paper presents example operability challenges, opportunities, and
solutions arising from the pre-Critical Design Review (CDR) system design. The integrated wing assembly
design directly couples a scientific instrument (the REASON sounding radar) to the spacecraft’s power source
(solar array wing panels). Impacts to mission operations of this design include: increased slew durations; solar
array pointing constraints during inner cruise, Europa flybys, and orbit trim maneuvers; and stray light intrusions
into the stellar reference units’ keep out zones. The use of CCSDS File Delivery Protocol (CFDP) Class-2 for
reliable downlink of the large volume of Europa Clipper science data is described, along with nominal and offnominal use cases. The effort to improve post-launch spacecraft visibility by adding a third low-gain antenna to
the spacecraft is detailed. The design of the bulk data store has necessitated the implementation of accountable
data products (ADPs), accountability identifiers (AIDs), and metadata packets to provide end-to-end science data
accountability. To streamline and automate the flight rules generation and checking process, a first order and
temporal logic-based solution of expressing flight rules without ambiguity, and whose programmatic
implementation can be automated, is proposed. The focus on operability has had a positive influence on Europa
Clipper design decisions, although cost, schedule, budget, heritage, and other technical concerns have many
times outweighed operability concerns. However, experience to date demonstrates that this approach to
operability results in more thorough, balanced consideration of the effect of early design trades and decisions on
the operations phase of a mission than seen in many previous missions, and provides operations development
insight into prioritizing work to go.
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Acronyms/Abbreviations
ACK
positive acknowledgement
ADP
accountable data product
AID
accountability identifier
BDS
bulk data store
CCSDS
Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
CFDP
CCSDS File Delivery Protocol
EOF
end of file
FBA
fan beam antenna
FreqID
frequency identification
JOI
Jupiter orbit insertion
KOZ
keep out zone
MiB
MebiByte (1 MiB = 1,024 × 1,024 bytes = 1,048,576 bytes)
NAK
negative acknowledgement
OTM
orbit trim maneuver
PDU
protocol data unit
REASON
Radar for Europa Assessment and Sounding: Ocean to Near-Surface
RCS
reaction control system
RWA
reaction wheel assembly
SADA
solar array drive assembly
SLS
Space Launch System
SOC
state of charge
SRU
stellar reference unit
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TCM

trajectory correction maneuver

1. Introduction
The concept of “operability” was adopted by the Europa Clipper mission early in its pre-project phase. Much
of that early effort involved defining operability, determining how it could be quantified, and arriving at
strategies to incorporate operability into the mission’s culture and design. Approximately 150 operability
requirements were developed, addressing topics across the entire system, including components of both the
ground and flight systems. Reference [1] describes in detail the early operability effort on Europa Clipper. Since
that time, the Project has progressed from the formulation phases (Phases A-B) with a preliminary system
design, to the implementation phases (Phase-C onward) with a baseline system design.
Recently the focus of the operability effort has shifted to ensuring operability requirements have been
properly implemented in the baseline design, and assessing any proposed design changes for operability impacts
(both positive and negative). As the design matures and lower-level implementing details are worked out, both
“challenges” and “opportunities” to operability have been exposed. Challenges represent design features or
characteristics that have the potential to degrade the operability of the system, while opportunities have the
potential to enhance the system’s operability. This paper presents several example challenges and opportunities
uncovered as the flight and ground systems have matured from preliminary to final design.
2. Operability overview
2.1 Operability defined
In simple terms, operability is the quality of a system that represents how easy or difficult it is for humans to
reliably and efficiently operate that system. Operability has been defined on the Europa Clipper mission as “A
feature of the end-to-end system (including flight and ground segments) that enables the ground segment
(comprising hardware, software, personnel, and procedures), to operate the space segment during the complete
mission lifetime, using a minimum of resources, while maximizing the quality, quantity, and availability (or
timeliness of delivery) of mission products, without compromising spacecraft safety.”
2.2 Aspects of operability
The Europa Clipper operability effort has defined nine "aspects of operability” as an attempt to describe the
characteristics of an operable system. By maximizing these aspects, the operability of the system should
generally increase [1]. The nine aspects of operability used by Europa Clipper are described below.
1. visibility/observability: the extent to which the system provides the operations team with usable
information about the configuration, status, and performance of the system.
2. commandability/controllability: the extent to which the operations team can place the flight system in
the desired state, and produce the desired outcome via commanding.
3. predictability: the extent to which the operations team is able to predict, with some certainty, the
outcome of the execution of a planned event.
4. flexibility: the extent to which the operations team can reconfigure components to maximize or
optimize component utilization, to circumvent anomalous components, provide options, to increase
robustness.
5. robustness: the extent to which the system maintains performance under perturbations, and prevents and
contains errors.
6. autonomy: the extent to which the system manages nominal or contingency operations without ground
intervention.
7. efficiency: the extent to which the operations team can optimize the use of time and resources.
8. testability: the extent to which the operations team can verify and validate system components and test
assets.
9. tractability: the extent to which the operations team is freed from the need to pay attention to, or “care
and feed” the system.
3. Europa Clipper overview
3.1 Mission overview
The Europa Clipper mission will explore Jupiter’s “water world” moon Europa, and investigate its
habitability utilizing a set of five remote sensing instruments that cover the electromagnetic spectrum from
thermal emission through the ultraviolet, four in-situ fields and particles instruments, a two-channel radar, and a
gravity science investigation [2]. Clipper will produce high-resolution images of Europa’s surface, determine its
composition, look for signs of recent or on-going activity, measure the thickness of the icy shell, search for
subsurface lakes, and determine the depth and salinity of Europa’s ocean. Additional goals are to characterize the
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radiation environment near Europa, and investigate scientifically compelling landing sites for a potential future
landed mission.
The Europa Clipper Project launch baseline is a 2025 launch on a direct trajectory to Jupiter, using a NASA
supplied Space Launch System (SLS) launch vehicle. This ~3 year trajectory takes the flight system to within
0.9 AU of the Sun. The Project is also maintaining a Critical Design Review (CDR) reference launch in 2023 on
an indirect trajectory using a commercial heavy-class launch vehicle. On the indirect trajectory, the flight system
arrives at Jupiter after 6.6 years, after a minimum solar approach distance of 0.65 AU (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Baseline and CDR Reference mission dates and trajectories.
Because of the intense radiation environment in the vicinity of Europa’s orbit, a multiple flyby mission
approach was selected over an orbiter (Fig.2). This minimizes the spacecraft’s time near Europa, and hence its
exposure to radiation. The 3.5 year long science tour portion of the mission consists of over 50 close flybys of
Europa, with many as low as 25 km above the surface. Each encounter is divided into four subphases (Fig. 2):
the approach subphase, beginning approximately two days prior to closest approach; the nadir subphase, when
the spacecraft is closest to Europa and in a strictly nadir-pointed attitude for science data collection; the
departure subphase, extending from the end of the nadir subphase until about two days after closest approach;
and a playback subphase, where the data recorded during the flybys are transmitted to the ground.

Fig. 2. Multiple Europa flyby approach (left); typical Europa Clipper encounter with Europa (right)
Almost all of the of the science data collection occurs in the approach, nadir, and departure subphases, with
the exception of some in-situ (fields and particles) data collection and occasional instrument calibrations during
the playback phase. Due to downlink data volume limitations and high science data volumes collected on each
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encounter (approximately 100 Gbits), there may be latencies of up to several weeks before all the science data is
returned to the ground from a given encounter. The operations team will prioritize data return based on sciencedriven priorities in order to receive decisional data in a timely manner early in the playback phase that is “fed
forward” to use in design of observation plans that require optimization or information from a prior encounter.
Three orbit trim maneuvers (OTMs) are executed during the playback phase to maintain and optimize the flight
system’s planned trajectory and the flyby altitude.
The Europa Clipper mission is formulated, implemented, and operated by a joint Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) and Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) project team.
3.2 Flight system overview
The Europa Clipper flight system consists of a spacecraft bus and 10 scientific instruments (Fig. 3). The
spacecraft is solar powered, with two gimbaled solar panel wings (95 m2 total area) providing 650 W power at
end of mission. A 448 Ah battery provides power during high-demand periods (e.g., Europa flybys), and during
eclipses. Trajectory maintenance and coarse attitude control are provided by twenty-four 25-N bipropellant
engines (MMH/NTO). Data storage is provided by a 512 Gibit bulk data store (BDS). Attitude control consists
of four reaction wheel assemblies (RWA) for precise attitude control, 24 bipropellant engines, two stellar
reference units (SRU), two inertial measurement units (IMU), and four digital sun sensors. A 20 W (RF) X-band
radio will be used for uplink and selective downlink. A 35 W (RF) Ka-band radio will provide the primary link
for science data downlink. The telecom subsystem utilizes one high gain antenna (HGA), one medium gain
antenna (MGA), three fan beam antennas (FBA), and three low gain antennas (LGA). Thermal control is
maintained by an active thermal pump loop, heaters, and louvers. The spacecraft avionics is mostly contained in
an aluminum vault, to significantly reduce the radiation total ionizing dose experienced by the avionics.

Fig. 3. Europa Clipper flight system configuration.
The instrument suite (Fig. 4) consist of: REASON (dual band ice penetrating radar); EIS-WAC (wide angle
camera); EIS-NAC (narrow angle camera); MISE (shortwave infrared spectrometer); MASPEX (neutral mass
spectrometer); ECM (magnetometer); PIMS (plasma sensor); Europa-UVS (ultraviolet spectrograph); ETHEMIS (thermal imager); and SUDA (dust detector). In addition, the gravity science investigation is performed
via the telecom system, while RADMON performs radiation monitoring. All instruments are body mounted, and
the spacecraft points the remote sensing instruments toward nadir during most of the flyby, and points the
instruments designed to sample material from Europa itself in the velocity-facing direction at closest approach.
The infrared spectrometer, has an internal mirror that further allows it to scan along-track to compensate for
target motion when close to Europa. The narrow-angle camera has a 2-axis gimbal to allow for acquisition of
stereo coverage and to extend its field of regard to off-nadir targets.
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Fig. 4. Europa Clipper instrument suite.
4. Operability challenges & opportunities
Presented below are several topic areas that have operability challenges and opportunities associated with
them. These have been uncovered as the flight and ground system designs have matured and implementation
work has progressed.
4.1 Integrated wing assembly
A power source trade study was held back in the spring of 2015 to determine which of the proposed power
source options (several radioisotope thermoelectric generator based options, and photovoltaic) would be most
appropriate for the Europa Clipper mission. The Project selected a photovoltaic (i.e., solar array) power source as
the preferred option. At that time, the Operability Working Group identified several characteristics of the
proposed solar powered mission that could impact the operations team including: a post-launch, mission-critical
solar array deployment; variable power output as a function of spacecraft attitude, solar distance, solar cell
radiation degradation; large inertial properties leading to increased turn slew rates, settling times, and potential
for dynamic structural interactions; added inner cruise (Venus flyby) thermal constraints on a solar array;
significant solar array configuration coupling with other subsystems (e.g., the REASON radar instrument);
potential for added off-Sun attitude constraints; reduced power generated during eclipses and fault (safing)
scenarios; and the need to continually articulate the array for optimal power production [1].
In addition, various spacecraft configurations were investigated for accommodating the REASON
instrument’s VHF and HF antennas onto the spacecraft. Trade studies were performed to decide on the best
configuration for both instrument performance, with least impact on the spacecraft structure and the other
instruments (e.g., antenna impingement in to fields of view, glint, electromagnetic compatibility, power and data
routing, cabling stiffness, etc.). Ultimately, a configuration was chosen that integrated the REASON instrument
along the leading edge of the solar array wings. The solar array and REASON instrument now became coupled
into an “integrated wing assembly”—the spacecraft’s power source was now coupled to an instrument. The
REASON accommodation challenge was to provide a sufficiently predictable radar environment for REASON
transmission and reception, while the solar array accommodation challenge was to ensure the solar array still
deploys properly and provides reliable power. The REASON VHF and UHF antennas are mounted normal to the
leading edge of the solar array [Fig. 3].
As the flight system design has matured, a greater understanding of the impacts of these decisions on mission
operations has been exposed. Impacts to mission operations of this design include: increased slew durations;
solar array pointing constraints during inner cruise; solar array positioning during Europa flybys and during orbit
trim maneuvers; and stray light intrusions into the stellar reference units’ keep out zones.
4.1.1 Spacecraft inertial properties growth
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The Europa Clipper spacecraft, with its 30.5 m tip-to-tip solar array, will be the longest solar array flown on
a deep space mission to date. Fig. 5 illustrates a comparison between Europa Clipper and two previous deep
space missions, Dawn and Juno.

Fig. 5. Solar array relative size comparisons.
As the Europa Clipper mission and flight system design have matured, the size of the solar array has grown
to support the predicted power and energy load. Since the Preliminary Design Review (PDR), the length of the
spacecraft (along the X-axis), has increased 3.5 m, to 30.5 m tip to tip. This has led to the bounding moments of
inertia to become [Ixx, Iyy, Izz] MEV = [8600, 61000, 52500] x 104 kg-m2, representing an approximate 30%
increase in spacecraft inertia. This has resulted in 180° pure body axis slew durations on RWAs of 70 min for Xaxis slews, and 90 min for Y and Z axis slews, along with commensurate decreases in RWA torque and
momentum margins.
These slew durations can negatively impact the efficiency and flexibility aspects of operability. Although
long slew durations can be incorporated into activity planning, they reduce the amount of time available for other
activities (e.g., science acquisition, data downlink, battery charging). Flexibility to add targets of opportunity
activities to a timeline are constrained by time required to perform the slews.
Europa Clipper was designed primarily to acquire science observations while nadir pointed during Europa
flybys. Therefore, the ability to incorporate off-nadir observations (e.g., Europa-UVS Jupiter transits and stellar
occultations) needs to consider increased slew durations.
During Europa science campaign 1, Europa Clipper Magnetometer calibration rolls are currently planned
every 3rd Europa encounter. These consist of 6 revolutions about the X-axis inbound, and 6 revolutions about the
Y-axis outbound, ending and beginning at ~165,000 km altitude, respectively. Because of the ponderous slew
durations to perform 360 deg rolls, each pair of calibration rolls is estimated to take ~25 hours to perform. The
inbound calibration takes the array periodically off-Sun and precludes the use of the HGA, while the outbound
calibration precludes use of Ka-band. This negatively impacts the observability, flexibility, and robustness
aspects of operability.
However, the project’s high-fidelity mission-level modeling and simulation capability, developed early in the
pre-project phase, has been invaluable in rapidly assessing the impacts of these constraints on mission operations
[3].
4.1.2 Frequency identification activity
Because of the large size of the Europa Clipper solar array and its integration with the REASON instrument
(aka, the integrated wing assembly), it is impractical to perform credible, predictive ground-based deployment
testing. Predicting and verifying the natural structural frequencies of the integrated wing assembly with
reasonable uncertainty is therefore problematic.
Spacecraft attitude controller designs incorporate notch and roll-off filters to stabilize structural modes.
Fixed-gain controllers rely on wide notches to accommodate mode frequency variability due to changes in solar
array position, assumed frequency knowledge errors, and spacecraft configuration and mass property changes.
Because of this pre-launch frequency knowledge uncertainty, an on-orbit frequency identification activity
(FreqID) must be performed. Structural modes in the 0.07 - 0.7 Hz range are of most interest (< 10 modes). The
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initial post-solar array deployment attitude controller uses a robust, low bandwidth implementation (known as
“Super-Safe”) which requires a minimum frequency guarantee. But the spacecraft cannot perform fine pointing
and moderate slew rates until new control parameters are identified and uploaded.
The first FreqID activity will be performed to identify the first modes of the spacecraft (with deployed solar
array, stowed ECM boom, and stowed REASON antennas). This test is done by open-loop firing of the engines
to excite modes, at two solar array positions (0°, 90°), while recording high-rate data from the IMU. These data
are downlinked to the ground, analyzed, new attitude control parameters are determined, and then uplinked to the
spacecraft. This activity is expected to take 2.5 days.
FreqID-1 must be performed before TCM-1 (currently scheduled no later than L+14 days) can be performed.
Also, supportable downlink rates via the LGA decrease quickly after launch, motivating the need to transition to
inertial pointing as soon as practicable. Inertial pointing is required to use the higher performance fan beam
antennas. The FreqID-2 activity will take place after the ECM boom and REASON’s VHF and HF antennas are
deployed.
The FreqID activities do not present a long-term (mission duration) challenge to operability. But it does,
however, require the operation’s team attention and interaction with the spacecraft in the critical post-launch
period (decreased tractability). Because of the difficulties associated with characterizing the array’s dynamics on
the ground, testability is reduced, thereby making an on-orbit test essential. Because of the constraints imposed
by the pre-FreqID spacecraft, the operations team is limited in its ability to interchange post-launch checkout
activities, thus limiting their flexibility. Downlink telemetry rates will be limited until the spacecraft is able to
transition to inertial pointing after FreqID-1 is complete, thereby potentially limiting the operations team’s
visibility.
4.1.3 Solar array position during propulsive maneuvers
During the Europa Clipper mission, approximately 250 propulsive maneuvers will be performed by the
spacecraft, using its twenty-four 25N reaction control engines. These propulsive maneuvers consist of trajectory
correction maneuvers (TCMs), orbit trim maneuvers (OTMs), and Jupiter orbit insertion (JOI). These maneuvers
will be performed using a “turn-and-burn” approach where the spacecraft will perform a single slew to align the
+Z axis along the desired ∆V direction, the burn will be executed, and a return slew to the original attitude will
be performed. Maneuvers will utilize an on-board reusable “∆V Behavior” which will be seeded with each
maneuver’s specific arguments and parameters.
During ∆V maneuvers, the solar arrays must be orientated in the “home position,” with the solar cells pointed
toward the -Y axis, co-aligned with the HGA (Fig. 3). The primary reason that this is the preferred orientation is
that dynamically this is the stiffest orientation of the array to thruster inputs along the Z-axis. This enables more
accurate pointing control during the maneuvers. The secondary reason for this orientation is to minimize the risk
of contamination and heating from RCS plume impingement on the REASON instrument’s VHF and HF
antennas.
The solar array must be re-oriented to the home position for each of the 250+ propulsive maneuvers. Tens of
minutes must be allowed for: post-slew solar array and spacecraft dynamics slew settling + solar array drive
assembly (SADA) articulation + settling time after SADA articulation. However, all of this is accounted for in
the ∆V Behavior, making for increased operability (efficiency).
Reorienting the array to the home position will frequently result in reduced solar input to the array, and
reduced battery state of charge, therefore reducing power margins (robustness). This reduced available energy
can be accounted for during the activity planning and sequence generation process, so should not be a significant
impact to operability.
The up to 6 hour JOI burn is also performed with the array in the home position. Any decrement to battery
SOC due to array position during JOI is well within the battery capacity, since the spacecraft battery capacity
was primarily driven by anomaly scenarios directing following a long, 9.2 hour eclipse.
4.1.4 Inner cruise solar array pointing constraints
“Inner cruise” has been defined as the time period before the flight system crosses 2 AU from the Sun for the
final time in the mission. Several additional operations-impacting constraints arise during inner cruise if an
indirect trajectory to Jupiter is flown. Some indirect trajectories require a flyby of Venus to provide a gravity
assist.
4.1.4.1 Thermal constraints
The Europa Clipper solar array is being designed for thermal conditions from 0.65 AU (Venus flyby) to 5.6
AU (Jupiter orbit). During inner cruise, the HGA is used as a sun shield to protect temperature sensitive
components of the spacecraft, and certain thermal precautions must also be observed to protect the solar array.
Spacecraft orientation is constrained primarily to -Y to Sun (i.e., HGA to Sun) ± 5°, with the exception of
performing trajectory correction maneuvers (TCMs), and some GNC calibration activities such as the FreqID.
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The solar array normal must be at least 72° from the Sun at all times when the spacecraft is < 0.9 AU from
the Sun (Fig. 6). This requirement prevents solar array temperatures from exceeding allowable limits. In
addition, the REASON instrument needs to be canted back at least 66° from the Sun line in order for components
of its matching network and edge ground to remain thermally safe.

Fig. 6. Inner cruise configuration, solar array offset from Sun line.
4.1.4.2 REASON HF antenna intrusion into SRU keep-out zone
REASON’s 18 m HF and 5 m VHF antennas are placed perpendicular to the edge of the solar array (Fig. 3),
their spacing along the array determined by the instrument’s Level-1 performance requirements.
When the solar array is in its inner cruise orientation (cell normal 72° off Sun line), REASON’s HF antennas
fall within the stellar reference units’ 23.5° keep out zone (KOZ) (Fig. 7). This poses a stray-light / glint issue
which may preclude the SRU from determining an attitude solution. The array must be feathered to ~78° to
preclude this issue. With the spacecraft orientation being constrained -Y to Sun ±5° during inner cruise, this
could make power generation spotty and decrease predictability and robustness.

Fig. 7. REASON HF antenna’s potential intrusion into SRU keep out zone.
Mechanical changes (orientation, mounting, baffle length, etc.) to the SRUs are not feasible given the cost
and schedule impacts. Changes to REASON are also not feasible, as they would result in cost schedule, and
instrument performance issues.
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One proposed solution is to keep the array at 72° for the majority of the time, and periodically (~every 2-3
days, based on IMU bias drift), feather it back to 84-85° to remove the HF antennas from the SRU KOZ. In this
position, the SRU would update the attitude, and allow the IMU to propagate the attitude solution for the
subsequent 2-3 days. This period of decreased solar power generation would necessitate using energy from the
battery. But there is a desirement by the Power Subsystem to maintain the battery state of charge near 60% in
inner cruise to help prevent battery capacity fade (i.e., increase its end of life capacity). The effect on the battery
SOC and lifetime would need to be assessed if this array feathering technique is to be used routinely in
operations.
The solar array offset angle must be designed into spacecraft command sequences, and must be constraint
checked and monitored by the operations team to ensure spacecraft health and safety. This decreases system
tractability.
4.1.4.3 TCMs during inner cruise
Inner cruise constraints also affect how trajectory correction maneuvers are performed while in inner cruise.
The Europa Clipper Mission Plan requires that the flight system must be able to perform statistical maneuvers, in
any direction, at ≥ 0.69 AU. But the 72° offset requirement, together with the requirement to position the arrays
at 0° offset during TCMs for stability (Section 4.1.3), dictate that the standard “∆V behavior” cannot be used as
is. Each inner cruise TCM will require extra effort by the operations team to design a “non-standard” maneuver
that is not directly supported by the ∆V behavior. It will necessitate that a "wrapper" sequence to be developed
and tested. This wrapper sequence will contain three turns before the burn, and three turns after, and implement a
strategy of pointing the solar array edge to Sun while articulating the arrays and slewing to the maneuver
attitudes. These non-standard maneuvers will necessitate more effort by the operations team to develop, test, and
execute, resulting in decreased efficiency, tractability, and could introduce more potential for human error.
4.1.5 Solar array position during Europa flybys
In planning Europa flybys, the operations team must balance several conflicting needs including: 1) having
the solar array track the Sun to provide power; 2) placing the solar array in the -90° standard closest approach
orientation to orient the REASON antennas for nadir sounding observations; and 3) precluding SADA
articulation during observations requiring fine pointing stability.
A typical flyby incorporating the above constraints may produce the following scenario [Ref. 2]:
At ~12 hours before closest approach (~165k km altitude), the spacecraft will turn its HGA away from Earth
to point the remote sensing instruments towards Europa. The spacecraft uses a “nadir-Sun” attitude, which twists
the spacecraft about the nadir axis to point the solar array directly at the Sun. For the bulk of this period, the
SADA is actively tracking the Sun and power is being generated by the array. However, during EIS observations
the array must be held in place in order to ensure sufficient pointing stability (i.e., avoid disturbances from
SADA stepping/ array structural dynamic interactions). If energy is at a premium for a given flyby, it is possible
to delay the turn to the next attitude (the “ram-optimized” attitude) to keep full Sun on the arrays slightly longer
without impacting too many science observations.
At ~4.4 hours before closest approach (~60k km altitude), the spacecraft will turn to twist the spacecraft
about nadir to align the remote sensing instruments’ FOVs with the velocity direction in the “nadir ramoptimized” orientation. During this time the solar array is fixed, and power may still be generated by the array,
but in a diminished capacity. Fixing the arrays ensures a highly stable platform for certain science observations.
At ~27 minutes before closest approach (~5000 km altitude), the array is articulated to the -90° standard
closest approach orientation which physically orients the long axis of the REASON antennas in the ±Z direction,
with the edge of the array that houses the REASON antennas in +Y direction towards nadir. Although REASON
does not begin sounding until 1000 km altitude, other science observations such as NAC pushbroom
measurements require the solar arrays to remain fixed, and there will be no time between these observations and
REASON to perform a solar array actuation.
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Fig. 8. Solar array orientation during Europa flyby.
This scenario is then roughly mirrored on the outgoing portion of the flyby. Because of the varying geometric
conditions and scientific objectives during the tour, the timing and content of each flyby is different, although
inherently similar. Each individual flyby will need to be developed and validated by the operations team on a
rapid cadence to support each 14-day encounter.
The above flyby scenario highlights some of the challenging attributes arising from the spacecraft’s
integrated wing assembly design, where the power source is integrated with an instrument. In order to address
these challenges efficiently and predictably, the operations team needs automated tools which can: 1) accurately
predict battery SOC and energy as a function of desired flyby activities, trajectory geometry, and spacecraft
attitude; 2) schedule science activities in their required order (meeting their geometric constraints); 3) account
for spacecraft and instrument dynamic interactions, slew times, settling times; and 4) check to ensure no flight
rules or constraints are violated during the flyby period.
4.2 Large science data volume for downlink
The Europa Clipper mission is expected to generate over 5 Tbits of scientific and engineering data during the
life of the mission. Each Europa flyby alone will generate ~80 Gbits of data. On previous deep space missions a
team of Data Management engineers was responsible for downlink data accountability. This team was
responsible for reconciling data that was requested for downlink with actual data successfully received on the
ground. If requested data was not successfully received, they would need to generate uplink commands to
request the missing data be retransmitted to the ground. They would also have to send commands to delete the
on-board data once it was successfully received on the ground. This data accountability function could be a
tedious, manual, or semi-automated process.
Europa Clipper will utilize Ka-band downlink to help maximize the downlink telemetry rate. But Ka-band is
more susceptible to environmental effects (e.g., rain and wind) than X-band, which could potentially result in
more downlink data losses which the Data Management team would need to rectify.
The Europa Clipper project saw an opportunity to help improve the efficiency of downlink data
accountability by utilizing the CCSDS File Delivery Protocol. Using this protocol would help increase the
efficiency of the operations team by allowing them to focus on tasks that actually require their attention, as
opposed to doing the routine, repetitive, and manual tasks associated with data accountability of 5 Tbits of data.
4.2.1 CCSDS File Delivery Protocol
The CCSDS File Delivery Protocol (CFDP) is a standard for transmission, retransmission, and
acknowledgement of files between ground stations and spacecraft [4]. JPL missions have historically used a
variety of mechanisms to accomplish this task. The simplest mechanisms involved transmission from the
spacecraft with no possibility of retransmission of missing data. On some missions, retransmission was possible,
but was used only infrequently for very important data. More capable home-grown solutions allowed for
retransmission on a routine basis, but required a human, using ground software, to build the commands to
retransmit data.
The primary benefit of CFDP is that it automates the process of retransmitting missing data, and deleting data
from the spacecraft that has successfully be received on the ground. On a routine basis, no manual intervention is
needed.
4.2.2 How CFDP works
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The way that CFDP operates is relatively simple. The following diagram, Fig. 9, illustrates how a single file
is downlinked from the spacecraft and how data is retransmitted. Europa Clipper uses CFDP class 2 with
automatic retransmission. CFDP class 1 is the same, but has no retransmission capability. CFDP classes 3 and 4
are similar to classes 1 and 2, but are for relay via one or more waypoints (other spacecraft or ground stations).
Each chunk of information that CFDP sends and receives is called a protocol data unit (PDU). First, the
spacecraft sends the metadata PDU for the file. This includes the file name, the CFDP transaction number and
several other pieces of information. Then, the spacecraft sends the file data PDUs. These contain the actual
content of the file. In this example, there are five PDUs, but typically, there could be tens or hundreds. Two of
the file data PDUs, numbers two and four, are lost in transmission. Finally, it sends the end of file (EOF) PDU,
which includes the file checksum for data integrity. The horizontal offset in this diagram between when a PDU is
transmitted and when it is received represents the one-way light time between the ground and the spacecraft.
Upon receipt of the EOF PDU, the ground responds with an ACK (EOF) PDU to acknowledge its receipt.
Then, in this case, the ground sends a NAK PDU to tell the spacecraft which data must be retransmitted. The
spacecraft responds with the missing data. Having now received all File Data PDUs, and having confirmed the
file checksum, the ground sends the FIN PDU to tell the spacecraft that it has received the complete file. Upon
receipt of the FIN PDU, the spacecraft deletes the file and sends the ACK (FIN) PDU to the ground to complete
the transaction.

Fig. 9. Single CFDP Downlink Transaction, With Retransmitted Data.
On a routine basis, no manual intervention is needed. However, there are several operational constraints that
have driven the configuration and planned use of CFDP. Had these not been identified and addressed before
launch, more manual intervention would have been needed, and the benefits of using CFDP would have been
reduced.
4.2.3 CFDP timers
Timers, on both flight and ground, are an important part of the CFDP protocol. They ensure that that
transactions will eventually complete, even if some of the PDUs are lost. If the spacecraft sends the EOF PDU,
but does not receive an ACK (EOF) PDU from the ground in a certain amount of time, it will resend the EOF
PDU. After a specified number of retries, the lack of the ACK (EOF) PDU from the ground will trigger a CFDP
fault response. CFDP fault responses are a routine part of the CFDP protocol and do not indicate any sort of
problem or anomaly with the spacecraft.
The CFDP timers only run when the reception of CFDP PDUs is possible. That is, they only run during
telecommunication passes. Fig. 10 below shows the nominal pattern. On the spacecraft, the timers thaw (start
running) when the spacecraft transmits the first CFDP PDUs. On the ground, the timers start to run upon first
receipt of CFDP PDUs from the spacecraft and end with the last receipt.
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Fig. 10. Pattern of CFDP timer freezes and thaws.
Europa Clipper must use its downlink bandwidth efficiently in order to make sure the ground receives all the
data collected during the mission. Judicious configuration of timers, and choice of CFDP fault responses were
needed to achieve this. The default CFDP fault response for a lack of ACK (EOF) from the ground would be to
cancel the transaction. The file would remain on board the spacecraft, but the state of the transaction would be
lost. If there were gaps in the file on the ground, the only choice to fill them would be to retransmit the entire
file. To avoid this, Europa Clipper changed the fault response in question. After the specified number of retries,
the spacecraft will send the ground a warning indicating that the limit has been reached. But, the spacecraft will
keep sending the EOF indefinitely until the ground intervenes. This preserves the state of the transaction, and the
possibility to retransmit only the data that was lost. Fortunately, Europa Clipper has enough on-board data
storage to make this strategy viable. Similar approaches were taken with the fault responses for other timers, and
for fault conditions unrelated to timers. The rule is to warn the ground, but keep the transaction alive.
4.2.4 CFDP during solar conjunction
There are other nominal cases during the mission in which CFDP must be managed to keep downlink
efficient. Every ~13 months, Jupiter, and therefore the Europa Clipper spacecraft, enters solar conjunction,
where it passes close to the Sun as seen from Earth. At such times, telecommunications are disrupted. Europa
clipper uses Ka-band for downlink and X-band for uplink. Ka-band performs better near the Sun than does Xband. When the angle between the spacecraft and the Sun is greater than 3°, both Ka-band and X-band perform
acceptably. Between 1° and 3°, X-band is unreliable due to solar scintillation effects on the signal, but Ka-band
still works; within 1° neither Ka nor X-band can be relied upon. A typical solar conjunction lasts seven or eight
days. The first two or three days have downlink communications only, then two or three days of no
communication and followed by two or three days of downlink only again. This has several implications for
CFDP.
For efficiency, it is desired to utilize the time between 1° and 3° to downlink data, and to continue the use of
CFDP class 2 so that missing data is automatically retransmitted. But, within 3° of the Sun, uplink to the
spacecraft is not possible, and therefore the regular CFDP responses from the ground to downlinked files are not
possible (Fig. 11).
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Fig. 11. Single CFDP downlink transaction, with retransmitted data, between 1° and 3° of the Sun.
The send once phase happens the same as normally, compare to Fig. 9. But, because the ground cannot
transmit to the spacecraft, the ACK (EOF) and NAK (2, 4) are inhibited. After solar conjunction is over, all the
previously inhibited ACKs, NAKs and FINs are transmitted to the spacecraft, any missing data is retransmitted
and the transactions are closed normally as in Fig. 9. The only timer that runs during solar conjunction is the
ground inactivity timer. The ground inactivity timer will be lengthened so that it gives warning less frequently
during solar conjunction. The ACK and NAK timers do not run because the ground cannot send any ACKs,
NAKs or FINs. The spacecraft timers do not run at all.
Fig. 12 shows the pattern of CFDP timer freezes and thaws for a telecommunication pass during solar
conjunction. Only timers on the ground run.

Fig. 12. Pattern of CFDP timer freezes and thaws between 1° and 3° of the Sun.
The other implication of using class 2 CFDP during solar conjunction is that the number of open transactions
becomes much larger. Normally, there might be one or two hundred open transactions at any given time. During
solar conjunction, this approaches 1,500. During conjunction, transactions are opened at the normal rate, but
none are closed. The spacecraft needs some amount of buffer space for each open class 2 transaction. Since
memory is statically allocated, the number of allowable open class 2 CFDP transactions must be chosen before
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launch. The allowable number was increased to 3,000 in order to accommodate solar conjunction with sufficient
margin.
If the limit of 3,000 is exceeded, the spacecraft will revert to using class 1 CFDP for new transactions until it
drops below the limit again. This means that missing data is not automatically retransmitted, and that files are
not automatically deleted from on board. Both of those things mean more out of the ordinary work for the
ground operations team and hence reduced operability.
All of the above measures help operability in the sense that they minimize changes to CFDP operation during
solar conjunction. The operations team should not have to do anything special during conjunction, other than
perhaps changing a few timer settings once at the beginning and once at the end.
4.2.5 CFDP during inner cruise
During most of inner cruise, the HGA is used as a thermal shield, necessitating the use of the FBAs, with
their lower downlink data rates. All the engineering data that is collected cannot be downlinked as it is
generated, leading to a backlog of engineering data on-board. Every year or two during inner cruise, the
spacecraft is at opposition to the Sun. During those brief times, the HGA can be used to downlink the
backlogged data at high rates.
However, this causes a problem. Because engineering data files tend to be small, there will be many of them
in the backlog. If these can’t be closed fast enough, due to round-trip light time, the limit of 3,000 open class 2
CFDP transactions may be exceeded. Also, the engineering file system (EFS) is limited to about 106 Gibits of
storage. As explained above, this is to be avoided since this creates extra work for the operations team. Fig. 13
illustrates the problem. The red line indicates the number of gigabits of backlogged engineering data. There are
five points during the inner cruise when high data rates are available and a large portion of data (and hence a
large number of files) are cleared.

Fig. 13. Backlog of engineering data on the spacecraft during inner cruise.
There are several possible ways to mitigate this risk of exceeding 3,000 open class 2 CFDP transactions. The
same amount of data could be stored in fewer files (i.e., make the files larger). This would reduce the number of
simultaneous transactions. The downlink data rate could be lowered, and the duration of the telecommunication
passes could be increased. That would enable downlink of the same amount of data. Then each file would take
more time, and therefore reduce the number of simultaneous transactions. If some combination of the above does
not mitigate the risk sufficiently, then the operations team might choose to manually delete some data (that is,
never send it to the ground).
All of the above mitigations are intended to minimize the extra workload and operational complexity during
day-to-day operations. From an operability perspective, it is desirable to spend more time in development and
planning, to help reduce potential operational complexities.
4.3 Post-launch visibility
4.3.1 Europa Clipper telecom configuration
The Preliminary Design Review (PRD) telecom design of Europa Clipper included: 1) a 3 m high gain
antenna (HGA) boresited along the -Y axis, for high-rate downlink of science and engineering data during the
Tour; 2) a medium gain antenna (MGA) co-aligned with the HGA, to provide low-rate telemetry during certain
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safing situations (allows for relaxed pointing constraints); 3) three fanbeam antennas (FBA) in the -Y/+Z, -Y/-Z,
and +Y/-Z directions, to provide roughly spherical coverage, to provide telemetry during inner cruise (and later
for gravity science measurements during Tour); 4) and two low gain antennas (LGA) in the +Y/-Z and –Y/+Z
directions, to provide telemetry near-Earth and during portions of Inner Cruise. These antenna locations and
fields of view (FOV) are shown in Fig. 14.

Fig.14. Europa Clipper Preliminary Design Review telecom antenna configuration and fields-of-view.
The two LGA antennas were originally intended to provide telemetry coverage for the Inner Cruise phase of
the mission. The broadband LGAs ideally provide coverage of the hemisphere at which they are pointed.
4.3.2 The post-launch visibility challenge
During post-PDR development and analysis, it was determined that given the Sun-probe-Earth (SPE)/ SunEarth-probe (SEP) angles of near 90° for several days post launch, and the need to orient the spacecraft with the
Z-axis perpendicular to the Sun line (-Y to Sun), the spacecraft would be generally -Z pointed to Earth (within a
cone +/- 20°). As a result, the two original LGA antennas (pointed in the -Y and +Y directions), would be ~90°
from the Earth-point line. Fig. 15 shows a line-of-sight analysis between the -Y spacecraft axis and the Canberra
Deep Space Network (DSN) complex during an example initial acquisition.
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Fig. 15. Example post-launch line of sight between Europa Clipper and Canberra DSN complex.
The view to Canberra for these antennas oscillates about 90° from either boresight, for the first 40 minutes or
so, and then settles down at almost exactly 90°. At this 90° orientation, downlink signal would fall in the
extremes of both LGA antennas. In the regions beyond ~80° from boresight, the spacecraft could introduce
significant pattern distortions via spacecraft scattering, which could increase the difficulty in acquiring and
maintaining lock. As a result, the downlink telemetry signal could be intermittent at best.
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From an operability perspective, this is not desirable. This decreases or eliminates the operations team’s
visibility and situational awareness into spacecraft configuration, health and status, and performance at a critical
time in the mission. This decreased visibility detracts from their ability to detect anomalous behavior and trends,
diagnose the root cause of problems, thus decreasing the operations team’s ability to take prompt corrective
action.
Post launch vehicle separation, the spacecraft enters a 0.1 RPM thermal roll to equalize and thermally
condition the solar array hold down release mechanisms prior to solar array deployment. This barbecue roll will
cause the LGA that is pointed closest to Earth to swap every 5 minutes. Even if viewing angles with the +/-Y
LGAs were sufficient to provide a reliable link, this roll would necessitate the need for the operations team to
swap between the two antennas based on line-of-sight to the spacecraft. This decreases the tractability aspect of
operability, requiring increased operations team interaction with the spacecraft at a critical time during the
mission (the launch phase). The commandability of the spacecraft should not be affected by the PDR LGA
configuration. The short spacecraft-to-DSN range should provide a large uplink margin, even at far off-boresight
angles.
In addition, there is a JPL Design Principle (DP) that must be complied with, regarding visibility during
critical events (e.g., launch, JOI) [5]. Any gaps in downlink coverage during critical events would violate this
design principle. Therefore, the PDR designed LGA configuration did not appear to be very compatible with the
post-launch / initial acquisition spacecraft orientation and attitude profile.
4.3.3 Low Gain Antenna Trade
Once this reduced post-launch visibility was uncovered, the Europa Clipper project initiated a trade study in
the second half of 2018 to determine the best resolution. The following solutions were examined: 1) keeping the
current design; 2) re-orienting the existing LGAs 45° to the +/- Z directions; and 3) adding a third LGA.
In the end the decision was made to implement Option 3, adding an additional, -Z facing, LGA. Adding a 3rd
LGA would provide reliable communications with less impact in terms of cost and design complexity. This 3rd
LGA antenna: improves visibility during post-launch, initial acquisition phase, providing reliable
communications during launch activities; allows the ops team to receive telemetry after launch and eliminates
risk of drop-outs during this critical event; and enables the spacecraft to meet JPL Design Principles.
4.4 Science data accountability
Europa Clipper’s science instruments acquire the majority of their data during the few hours around each
closest approach of Europa. The presence of multiple imaging instruments and a sounding radar requires the data
system to handle very high rates of data transfer from the instruments, most of which do not buffer data
internally. Data are streamed from the instruments into the bulk data store (BDS) to await downlink. Due to
mass, power, and other constraints (such as extremely high radiation dose and rate), the BDS is unable to sort the
multiple high-rate input data streams in real time and create traditional data files for each instrument. A firmware
solution produces fixed 12 MiB sized BDS files which store the science data. The instruments cannot control
what data goes into which files, and there is no directory hierarchy. The BDS is not a full-fledged file system.
The resulting BDS files are an amalgamation of data from the instruments, and provide limited traceability to
specific science observations. This limited visibility into file content complicates the operations team’s need to
downlink higher priority observations first, as they cannot easily identify in which BDS files they are contained.
Europa Clipper has attempted to simplify the data accountability function by adopting a round-trip, end-toend system of identifiers to track activities during the planning and sequencing process, and link those activities
to the data collected on-board the spacecraft as a result of their execution. The path taken by the data from the
time it is collected by the science instruments to when it is delivered back to the science teams is complex. It
involves many steps and transformations. Data identifiers can be used as a common thread to help track the data
through these many steps.
The basic unit of accountability for Europa Clipper science data is called the accountable data product
(ADP). Each ADP has a single unique identifier called an accountability identifier (AID). AIDs are never reused,
so the mapping from ADPs to AIDs is guaranteed to be one-to-one. The AID is simply a 32 bit number that is
attached to activities, commands, telemetry packets, and science data products. Fig. 16 shows the end-to-end life
cycle of ADPs.
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Fig. 16. Europa Clipper science data accountability overview.
Science planning starts with each science team choosing a set of planned activities. Each activity is tagged
with one or more AIDs. The activities are then translated into commands that are uplinked, and executed by the
spacecraft. The AIDs follow the activities to the commands. When executed by the instruments on board the
spacecraft, the resulting telemetry packets are also tagged with the same AID. After those telemetry packets are
sent to the ground, they are processed, packaged and delivered to the science team as data products according to
their AID. The instruments also produce metadata packets that describe the exact number of packets produced.
If the BDS was a traditional file system, the instruments could have made a file on the BDS for each ADP.
That would have made tracking the progress of the data through the downlink system much easier. The ADP
metadata packets would not have been necessary at all in this case. In effect, the ADP helps compensate for
some of the hardware limitations on the spacecraft. It serves as a virtual file that can be tracked in a similar way
as if the instruments could control which data goes into which BDS file.
One of the main benefits of this end-to-end system of accountability is automation. Routine accountability
reports can be generated automatically. This gives mission operations personnel easy visibility into the data
pipeline, and gives early notice of problems. Rather than reactively waiting for reports of problems from the
science teams, the mission operators can be ahead of the game and address data problems proactively. Because
the same identifiers are used from planning through data delivery, it also makes the alignment of planned
activities with data, and the demonstration of completion of higher-level science goals easier.
4.5 Logic-based flight rules system
Europa Clipper is attempting to initiate a logic-based flight rules system as an opportunity to improve the
operability of flight rules development, implementation, maintenance, and usage.
4.5.1 Flight rules defined
Flight rules represent prohibited spacecraft activities, configurations, or behaviors, and are essential to
protecting the health and safety of the flight system. For example, a flight rule may state that a battery must
always have more than thirty percent state of charge, or that the spacecraft should not point at the Sun before the
camera lenses are covered. Associated with each flight rule is rationale as to why the flight rule exists, and
identifies the potential consequences to the flight system if the rule is violated. Subsystem experts design and
author flight rules for each subsystem (e.g., power; guidance, navigation, and control; an instrument such as a
magnetometer). These flight rules are later implemented in ground tools that are used to simulate and plan
mission activities, and can be integrated with software that checks if any flight rules have been violated.
4.5.2 Operability challenges with the current flight rules implementation
Historically, the majority of past flight projects have had subsystem experts author flight rules in a natural
language, English. These English-based flight rules are typically stored in an online database or file system, and
are later accessed and coded by ground tools developers. However, due to the imprecise nature of natural
languages, the intent of the flight rule is often ambiguous, and can also contain an author’s implicit but
unexpressed assumptions. As a result, there has been a heavy reliance on interpersonal interaction between
subsystem’s flight rule authors and ground tool developers to communicate the precise intent of the rule and
translate this intent into mission planning and flight rule checking software. This can be a time-intensive and
inefficient process.
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Given the above flight rule development process, the efficacy of their testability can be questioned. The
correctness of test cases that are created to validate and verify flight rules are dependent on the interpretation of
the flight rule itself.
Due to the complicated nature of flight rules, it is often determined that a significant subset of flight rules
should be checked manually. For example, the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter has 198 flight rules, all authored in
English, of which only 56 are checked automatically by ground tools. Cassini had ~170 flight rules, again all
authored in English, of which only half were checked automatically. It is estimated that Europa Clipper will have
>300 flight rules. For efficiency and robustness, it is desired to have all flight rules checked automatically on
Europa Clipper.
Experience has shown that flight rules, since they may be difficult to accurately capture in code, may not be
updated or corrected as errors are found or if the rule changes. This can lead to many flight rules falsely being
triggered as “violated” each time the FR check is performed. The operations team then gets in the pattern of
ignoring these nuisance violations, leading to decreased tractability.
4.5.3 A logic-based flight rule implementation
Due to the deficiencies of the natural language based approach to authoring flight rules, it may be
advantageous to identify an expressive, intuitive, non-programmatic solution to author and check flight rules.
Programmatic solutions such as using an object-oriented programming language to express flight rules have been
dismissed because flight rule authors are subsystem experts, and are typically not trained computer
programmers. To this end, we present a first order and temporal logic-based solution to express flight rules
without ambiguity, and whose programmatic implementation can be automated. This solution provides a finite,
contained set of intuitive logical tools to represent flight rules and does not require flight rule authors to have
programming experience.
The contained set of logical tools that can be used to represent flight rules consist of logical predicates and
variables that represent spacecraft events or values. Logical predicates take in variables as inputs and output a
Boolean result, and can be thought of as analogous to a Boolean method in Java. The event variables have
properties which represent the start time of an event and the end time of the event. Variables can also represent
spacecraft values, also known as states, such as battery state of charge. A condition is any Boolean evaluable
statement that contains a variable. An example of a predicate in this logic-based solution is the Before predicate,
which compares two conditions or a condition to an event and determines if the first condition ends before the
second condition starts, or if the condition ends before the event starts. By nesting atomic predicates and
combining predicates with logical connectors, such as and, or, not, complex flight rules can be represented in
logic.
For example, a simple hypothetical flight rule may state “do not image a mosaic until the camera cover is
off.” In this case, assume the variable that represents the camera cover state is camera_cover_state and the event
that represents a mosaic is image_mosaic. Let the convention used be that if the flight rule is true, then it is
violated. The condition that is being checked is camera_cover_state = off. The logic based equivalent of this
natural language flight rule is:
Before(image_mosaic, camera_cover_state = on)
The explicit definition of Before removes any vagueness from this statement. The designs of the temporal
predicates in this solution, including Before, were largely based on Allen’s Interval Algebra [6]. The removal of
ambiguity increases the robustness of this system. By eliminating the recurring discussions to clarify flight rule
intent between developers and flight rule authors, the efficiency is also increased.
A more complex hypothetical flight rule might state “the camera cover must be off at least ten minutes prior
to imaging a mosaic.” Let the event that represents the camera calibration activity be camera_calibration. The
Before predicate can be overloaded to capture this rule:
Before(image_mosaic, camera_lens_state=on, “<”, time = 10)
This Before predicate will be evaluated to true if the camera lens state is on within ten minutes of the mosaic
being imaged. In the previous rule, the Before predicate would have only have evaluated to true if the camera
cover state was on in the time step prior to the image mosaic starting. This rule can be complicated further by
saying that “the camera cover must be off at least ten minutes prior to any imaging event.” In this case, let the
different imaging events be represented by the following: image_mosaic, narrow_angle_image,
wide_angle_image. Instead of repeating the Before predicate syntax for each event and using an OR to join the
clauses, we can define an OR_GROUP: OR_GROUP(name = “imaging_events”, image_mosaic,
narrow_angle_image, wide_angle_image). The rule now becomes:
Before(“imaging_events”, camera_cover_state=on, “<”, time=10)
As the examples get more complicated, we begin to rely more heavily on the logic based specification to
assist in writing rules intuitively. The entirety of the logic based specification will be captured using Java Docs.
While the initial work to define the set of logical tools has been completed, future work remains in order to
realize the complete potential of logic-based flight rules, which would further increase operability. For example,
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adopting a logic-based approach may seem like a daunting task at first, especially for those who are unfamiliar
with writing in logic. However, this logic-based approach lends itself to creating simple front-end tools, or GUIs,
to facilitate the construction of logic-based flight rules. Customizable third-party visual programming tools, such
as Blockly by Google [7], can also be harnessed to design a highly intuitive experience, further increasing the
efficiency of this system.
This logic-based approach also lays the groundwork for automating the programmatic implementation,
checking, verification, and validation of flight rules. The objects created by the front-end authorship tool can be
turned into programmable objects automatically, as is done by Blockly. These programmable objects can be
distributed to and integrated with mission planning and flight rule checking ground tools. In order for this endto-end approach to succeed, variables that represent spacecraft events and values must be stored in a central
location, and the equations used to calculate these variables in modeling software must be transparent to anyone
who works with flight rules. To this end, parallel work on the development of spacecraft state dictionaries is
underway.
5. Conclusions
1. Operability has had a positive influence on design decisions on Europa Clipper, although cost, schedule,
budget, heritage, and other technical concerns have, at times, outweighed operability concerns. The Europa
Clipper mission experience to date demonstrates that adopting operability has resulted in more thorough,
balanced consideration of the effect of early design trades and decisions on the operations phase of a mission
than seen in many previous missions, and provides operations development insight into prioritizing work to go.
2. As the system design has matured, deeper implications of design decisions have come to light. It has been
said “The devil is in the details.” Some design decisions (e.g., the integrated wing assembly) will be mitigated
mostly by operational constraints, activity designs, ground tool development, and operations team focus and
attention. Other design decision consequences have been successfully mitigated by hardware and software
solutions: poor post-launch visibility led to the addition of a 3rd LGA; and large science data volume and it’s
structure led to the implementation of CFDP class 2 and the introduction of the accountability identifier.
3. Opportunities have also been taken to improve on past designs and performance, as demonstrated in the
adoption of a logic-based automated flight rule development and checking system.
4. The project’s high-fidelity mission-level modeling and simulation capability, developed early in the preproject phase, has been essential in rapidly assessing the impacts of proposed design decisions on mission
operations.
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